Katameya Dunes DRAFT score card local Golf Rules for January 1st 2019:
A. Out of Bounds (Rule 18-2)
The course side edge of any wall defines the boundary of the course. A ball is out of bounds when it is
beyond the boundary of the course. In the event of no boundary wall, out of bounds is defined by the
line between course side points at ground level of white posts: There is an out of bounds to the right of
hole 2 on the Lakes course, and beyond the cart path behind green 18.
B. Penalty Areas (Rule 17)
Penalty Areas are marked by red or yellow stakes. The Penalty Area type is defined by the color but the
margin of the hazard is defined by the line of grass or sand, whichever is present. In the absence of a
grass line the penalty area edge will be defined by a red paint line or dots. When a player’s ball is in a
penalty area, including when it is virtually certain to be in a penalty area even though not found, the
player may take relief using one of the options under Rule 17.
Optional Drop Zone: 12th hole.
C. Relief from Abnormal Ground conditions (including immovable obstructions, dangerous
animal condition and Embedded Ball) (Rule 16)
Whilst each has a separate definition, you are entitled to free relief from all the above situations, except
when in a penalty zone.
Players may also take relief under 16.1b if a sprinkler head is:




On the line of play.
Within two club lengths of the putting green.
Within two club lengths of the ball.

D. Bunkers and Sandy Waste areas
The prepared or maintained areas of sand, designed as bunkers, ( also with a rake present) are to be
played as bunkers. Stones may be removed.
The less prepared rougher areas of sand (No rakes present and ‘sandy waste; sign present) are
considered part of the general area and not bunkers.
E. Pin Positions
Red Flag: Front Yellow Flag: Centre Blue Flag: Back
F. Fixed Stone Markers
White=100 yards

Yellow=150 yards

Red=200 yards

